Product Solutions
FOR A RESPONSIBLE RETURN
The way the world is thinking about work has changed. Each team’s path forward is a fluid journey, but we’re rolling up our sleeves to help you through it.

We can retrofit your existing products, redesign your spaces, and help you reimagine your next normal. Whatever that looks like, we will work with you to make sure your employees feel safe, healthy, and valued in their place of work.

We are rooted in a history of seizing the horizon and crafting what’s next. And by crafting what’s next, we’re always ready for what’s now. Embracing this next normal, we are leading the way in redefining the new spaces where work happens.

Together, let’s craft the now, the near, and the next.

### Guidelines for Return to Work:

- Ensure 6 ft. distance within workplace layouts.
- Reduce face-to-face positioning. Orient back-to-back or front-to-back with separation where possible.
- Separate seats wherever possible and reduce number of people in meeting spaces.
- Implement space division with screens and dividers positioned above the face to prevent direct transmission. Generally, 50” for seated height and 68” for standing height, the same as visual privacy.
- Provide enclosure and delineate space for further separation with partitions or storage.
- Shift from shared to single-use workspaces and reinforce DIY cleaning in addition to daily cleaning.
- Incorporate easily cleanable and bleach-cleanable materials where possible for surfaces that are touched.
- Indicate proper protocols with social distancing floor markings and signage.
- Create clockwise, one-way corridor traffic wherever possible and ensure widths for social distancing.
Kimball Product Solutions for Space Division

- KORE - Carts
- KORE - Mobile Work Station
- NARRATE
- PERKS
- PRIORITY
- DIVIDER SCREENS

- XSEDE - Floor Screen
- XSEDE - Screen
- XSEDE POWER BEAM
- PAIRINGS
- VILLA
KORE - Carts

At a time when space division has become of high importance, KORE Carts are an optimal solution to support the now, the near, and the next. They stand at 75”H and are available in a variety of materials and options. Add a markerboard or storage for additional functionality.

![KORE Carts](image-url)
KORE - Mobile Work Station

KORE Work Cart is the perfect dual-purpose solution for evolving environments. Available in a variety of options, KORE Work Cart not only provides space division, but is also mobile allowing separation between individuals with the capability to move throughout the workplace.

Mobile work carts stand at 55”H which makes for an ideal seated-height solution.
Narrate

Narrate is the answer to quickly retrofit your work areas to support physical distancing in the workplace. With stacking frames and connectors, wall heights can be raised by removing the top caps, adding on the stacking components, and replacing the top caps to complete the solution.
Narrate + Xsede Height Adjust

Add additional height to Narrate by retrofitting frameless glass into the top caps. Front and side screens can be added to Xsede Height Adjust so the privacy barrier can travel with the work surface. Incorporate KORE screens to easily help divide space in open back-to-back applications.
Perks

Perks 20”H side-to-side dividers provide separation for seating height when placed on the worksurface. Perks also offers a mobile screen. With the two of these together (a starter and an add-on screen), it allows them to stand which, in turn, provides division between people and space. Perks dividers are an easy, cost-effective solution to quickly retrofit your workspace.

Mobile screens are available in fabric, markerboard, and a translucent option.
Priority offers privacy screens for users when in the seated position. Screens can mount onto worksurfaces for private office, benching, or height-adjustable applications.
Divider Screens

Accommodate new ways of working by utilizing your existing products and blending new solutions into workspaces.

Create space division by adding a screen to your workspace. Select the screen style that best fits your needs: Set-On Surface, Edge-Mount, Clamp-Mount, Full Metal Edge-Mount, or Freestanding.

- Select style and height of screen based on floorplate layout and occupancy density. Taller screens are appropriate when employees must be situated face-to-face or are near high traffic areas.

- Create additional shielding by adding Set-On Surface screens to stations that already have existing edge mount screens.

- Screens are available in a variety of materials.

Compatible with: Xsede® Height Adjust, Xsede® Height Adjustable Benching, Xsede® Static Benching, Priority™, Dock®, Footprint®, Narrate®, Xsite®
Xsede - Floor Screen

Xsede offers a freestanding screen that is 50”H. These screens provide visual separation and are available in a variety of tiles. They are designed to span an infinite width, which is the perfect solution for space division and separation.
Xsede Height Adjust + Power Beam

Xsede Height Adjust screens are designed to provide desktop privacy that travels with the surface. Side privacy screens are also available to provide side-to-side privacy. They can be used alone or with worksurface screens to create privacy when dividing space.
Pairings

Pairings Nook is the perfect dual-purpose solution for providing an enclosed lounge setting and space division. Nooks are 69”H and are available in a multitude of options.
Villa Shade is an ideal solution for creating settings for rest or focus, providing enclosure for occupants. Available in one or two-seat options, Villa’s 56”H privacy panels serve as an adequate solution for space division as well.
Frameless glass was removed from the center spine of the Narrate panels. Frames, connectors and tiles were added to the spine and return panel runs to provide additional height between the users.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations

Frameless glass was added to the center spine of the Narrate panels. Front and side privacy screens were added to the height adjust stations for additional separation. The 8-pack workstation was reduced to 6 and redesigned to increase space between users.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations

NARRATE

Each workstation was reoriented to provide a back-to-back seating arrangement. Worksurfaces were retrofitted with front and side privacy screens to add additional privacy and serve as a barrier between users. Workstation was reduced from 8 to 6.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations

Glass tiles were replaced with fabric tiles allowing frameless glass to be added to the top of all Narrate frames. Front and side privacy screens were added to the height-adjust stations for additional separation. Slat tiles were replaced for the ease of cleanability. KORE mobile screens were also added for division of space between users.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations

KORE Mobile Work Carts were redesigned to three-sided privacy instead of two-sided. A 75"H tripod screen was added between the workstations for division of space and added privacy.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations

Side worksurface screens were added to all stations to ensure privacy and add a barrier whether sitting or standing. A 49" H center-mount fixed screen was added in the back to serve as another layer of space division and privacy.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations

Glass stackers were added to all panels to increase height. A 4-high panel with glass stacker was also added to each workstation to serve as another wall.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations

THEN

NOW

NARRATE + XSEDE

Added 2-high stackers on the center spine, 1-high stackers on the wings, and frameless glass in the top cap. The center height-adjust surface was redesigned with storage units and a lateral file to create division.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations with Screens

**THEN**

**NOW**

**NARRATE**

Added 60"H Floor screens between users and Narrate-Mount screens to the existing panels to increase height between users.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations with Screens

Floor screens were added at the ends of the desks to act as another wall. Narrate-Mount screens were added to all of the panels to increase height between users.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations with Screens

Narrate-Mount screens were added to the panels for increased height between users. Clamp-Mount 24”H privacy screens were added to the sides so they can travel with the worksurface.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations with Screens

THEN

NOW

NARRATE

Added 60"H Floor screens between users to serve as a barrier, and 24"H Set-On screens to the end of worksurfaces for extra privacy and division.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations with Screens

Narrate-Mount screens and 24"H Set-On screens were added to increase division between users.
Redesigned Workstation Configurations with Screens

NARRATE

Narrate-Mount screens were added to all existing panels to increase division between users. Slat tiles were replaced for ease of cleanability.
Redesigned Seating Configurations

Pairings 2-Seat Privacy Nooks were rearranged so they no longer face one another. The 69"H privacy panels serve as a barrier and divide space.
Redesigned Seating Configurations

THEN

NOW

Seats were reconfigured to provide a front-to-back and back-to-back seated arrangement.
Redesigned Seating Configurations

THEN

NOW

PAIRINGS

Seating was rearranged so they no longer face one another. The 3-sided privacy panels serve as a barrier and divide space.
Remote Working Solutions

- FIXT
- PRIORITY
- XSEDE HEIGHT ADJUST

- XSEDE HEIGHT ADJUST
- WORKABLE
- XSEDE HEIGHT ADJUST